
SECURE INNOVATE SUCCEED WITH

AS A  SERVICE
A P P S E C
Cut the risk, not the corners; our AppSec as a Service offers
flexible, customizable cybersecurity across your product's
lifecycle, enhancing development with proactive security
solutions essential for critical applications that demand
speed without sacrificing security.



Benefits of

as a service
AppSec

By choosing Abricto Security’s ASaaS,
you ensure comprehensive security
scrutiny of your product throughout
the development lifecycle, streamlining
compliance processes and building
trust with your clients and prospects.
Our service leads to:

Secure Your Applications,
Protect Your Innovation.

Security Architecture & Compliance

Scope of Service

Our security experts enhance your
infrastructure and design frameworks to
ensure you meet regulatory standards.

Static and Dynamic Scanning

We scan and assess your software to
identify and mitigate vulnerabilities,
safeguarding your operations.

Testing & Monitoring

Our team performs rigorous penetration
tests and monitors your external APIs to
spot and manage vulnerabilities
proactively.

Developer Empowerment

Reduce security friction by enabling
developers with actionable
vulnerability remediation guidance.

Accelerated Time-to-Market

Remove security roadblocks to
release products quicker without
compromising security.



By partnering with us, you gain the
dual advantage of speed & security;
your applications will reach the market
rapidly, fortified at each stage of the
development lifecycle. 

Our Approach
Abricto’s ASaaS is adaptable to your
unique environment, offering a flexible,
full-spectrum approach to application
security. 

From planning & requirement analysis
to design, development, testing, and
maintenance, our approach ensures
that your applications are not just
meeting compliance but are resilient
against the latest threats while
maintaining the agility your business
demands.

Partner with Abricto

Our service blueprint unfolds
through the following key stages:

Security Simplified:
Our Service Blueprint
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Requirements Gathering
Security Architects deliver crucial
insights into security controls, ensuring
adherence to stringent compliance &
security best practices.

Planning and Design
We craft anti-user stories and develop
comprehensive threat models, laying
the groundwork for a secure application
structure.

Development
Our team performs out-of-band static
(SAST) and dynamic (DAST) testing on a
scheduled cadence, to identify 
vulnerabilities as they’re built, without
slowing development velocity.

Verification and Testing
To ensure ongoing security integrity, we
execute an annual baseline penetration
test followed by subsequent
incremental penetration testing of
newly developed components.

Release and Maintain
Post-launch, our Aardwolf platform
continuously discovers new external
attack surfaces, monitors for exposed
services, and tracks certificate health,
WAF, and DNS configurations for new
vulnerabilities.

The Abricto Client Portal
Our ASaaS offers a client portal with
real-time updates, detailed dashboards,
reports, and strategic debriefs.
Key features include:

Threat Cataloging: Quickly identify
and classify threats.
Instant Reports: Generate detailed
findings fast.
Secure Uploads: Transfer data with
absolute confidence.
Expert Access: Direct collaboration
with top security architects.

Gain crystal-clear security insights with
our expert guidance.

http://www.abrictosecurity.com/

